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Limitless Computing Launches Circulizar Virtual Gift-Giving Mobile Facebook App  

Send Animated, Interactive Presents to Facebook Friends 

 

BOULDER, CO – October 9, 2012 – Limitless Computing Inc.®, a leading provider of 3D mobile Augmented 

Reality, today announced Circulizar, a new standard for virtual gift-giving through Facebook. 

 

Facebook friends and family will be delighted to receive myriad surprises, such as a flaming dragon, 

falling snowflakes, birthday balloons, hearts, pets, and more.  The receivers’ devices will get a 

notification when they can virtually unwrap their presents, view a personalized message and interact 

with the fully animated, virtual gift, in a real-world background and real time.  Falling snow in your 

office?  A puppy on your shoulder while hiking?  It’s all virtually real with Circulizar. Plus, a photo can 

be snapped and sent through email or posted on Facebook.   

 

“We’ve had more fun developing this app than any other project we’ve done to date,” commented Dr. 

Errin T. Weller, president, Limitless Computing Inc., whose personal favorite Circulizar is the pixie/fairy 

in the Fantasy Pets pack.  “Combining virtual gift-giving with our extensive experience in Augmented 

Reality has helped us develop a matchless virtual experience that Facebook users can enjoy.” 

 

Circulizars are available now on the iTunes App Store for iPhone 4 and later, and iPad 2 and later users.  

Circulizar comes with free BFF and Sample packs, so users can start gifting immediately. Others, 

including charming, themed gift packs, can be purchased through the app. It is a perfect way to let 

special people of all ages know you are thinking of them. 

 

The following packs are available now for everyday use or a special occasion:   

 Birthday 

 Domestic Pets 

 Fantasy Pets 

 Love 

 Sports 

 Sweet Treats 

 Writer's 

 All-inclusive Super Pack     

The special edition Halloween pack will be available soon. 
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About Limitless Computing 

Limitless Computing Inc. is a Boulder, CO-based company that has been providing cloud computing 

since 2006 and specializes in Augmented Reality. Limitless Computing brought Augmented Reality to 

Google SketchUp in 2011 with the release of the mobile application SightSpace 3D for Apple and added 

Kindle Fire and Android devices in 2012. It’s newest product, Circulizar, set a new standard for virtual 

gift-giving through Facebook  (www.LimitlessComputing.com) 
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